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Nixon nominates Saxbe for Atty. Gen.
WASHINGTON (API - Prejident
Nixon nominated Ohio Republican Sen
William B Saxbe as attorney general
yesterday and promised full independence for new special Watergate
Prosecutor. Texas trial lawyer Leon
Jaworski.
The President appeared in the White
House briefing room to announce the
nomination of Saxbe to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation Oct 20 of
Elliot L Richardson
He left to Acting Atty Gen Robert
H Bork the announcement of Jaworski
as "perhaps the best we could get for
this very important position' of special
prosecutor
ANNOUNCING Saxbe s nomination,
the President said he is not only eminently qualified, he is an individual
who wants to take this position and who
will do everything he possibly can to
serve the nation
Saxbe. 5? who already had announced that he would not seek another
term in the Senate, said he understood
he was taking on the job in difficult
times when the country is in a crisis
of leadership

He said he was anxious that the new
special Watergate prosecutor would go
to work "without any limitations
While he knew his job was going to be
difficult, he said. "I have no reluctance
and no doubts that I can handle it ''
BORK. announcing the new Watergate prosecutor, said the 68-year-old
Jaworski. a Democrat, would have all
the freedom and independence originally promised Cox and a renewed
promise of "the full cooperation of the
executive branch in the pursuit of his
investigations.
Bork was asked if it was clearly
understood that Jaworski would be free
to go to court to press for additional
tapes or presidential papers if he
deems it necessary
That is absolutely clear."' Bork
replied
NIXON GAVE his personal assurance that he would not fire the new
special prosecutor as he did Archibold
Cox without getting approval from
congressional leaders of both parties
Cox refused to accept a summary of
taped
White House conversations

dealing with Watergate rather than the
tapes themselves Nixon fired Cox and
established the prosecutor's office
inside the Justice Department
At a news conference. Jaworski
said: "There are no restraints. I am
not prohibited from taking any action I
might feel should be taken."
He said he hopes Congress will be
satisfied with the arrangement and
that he does not see how an appointment could be made by any branch
other than the executive.
Nixon s pledge did not satisfy Sens
Adlai Stevenson .Dill
and Birch
Bayh iD-lnd >. sponsors of separate
bills providing for a court-appointed
special prosecutor

An
Independent
Student
Voice

"THERE CAN be no independent
prosecutor
without
congressional
action. ' Stevenson said
House Speaker Carl Albert said the
legislation should proceed but did not
know what effect Jaworski's selection
would have.
Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott of Pennsylvania and Sen John G
Tower iR-Tex ) praised both appoint
nients
Tower said Jaworski's selection
would forestall legislation "of dubious
constitutionality" on a court-appointed
prosecutor
Bork said
The President has given
his personal assurance that he will not
exercise his constitutional powers with

regard to the special prosecutor
without first consulting the majority
and minority leaders and chairmen and
ranking members of the judiciary
committees of the Senate and the
House and ascertaining that their consensus is in accord with his proposed
action
JAWORSKI IS a senior partner in the
Houston
law firm of Kulbnght.
Crooker and Jaworski, where he has
been since 1951.
An experienced trial lawyer and
prosecutor, he was chief of the Nazi
war crimes trial section of the U.S.
Army in the European theater after
World War 11 He served as president
of the American Bar Association

during 1971-72 and was a friend and advisor to former president Lyndon
Johnson
A native of Waco. Tex . he received
law degrees from Baylor University
and George Washington University He
is married and has three children.
SAXBE. WHOM Nixon savs he has
known for 25 years, was a speaker of
the House of Representatives of his
home state of Ohio and served as the
stale's attorney general for two terms
He has a law degree from Ohio State
University
Nixon said he thought Saxbe would
get overwhelming Senate consent to
head the largest law firm in America "
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AAeir urges new cease-fire line
WASHINGTON
(API
Prime
Minister Golds Meir of Israel
yesterday suggested after meeting
with President Nixon that Egypt and
Israel negotiate a new cease-fire line
in a way that would involve "moving
forces on both sides of the Suez Canal "
The proposal, made at a news
conference, could provide a way of
freeing an estimated 20.000 Egyptian
soldiers trapped by Israeli forces on
the canal's east bank.
As Meir put it. the lines should be
"straightened
out"
and
"large
numbers of people moved" without
jeopardizing the cease-fire or harming
the political positions of either Egypt
or Israel.
Meir spent an hour and 20 minutes at
the White House with the President,
who described their discussion as
"very constructive" as he saw her to
her waiting black limousine Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger said the
talks went very well."
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Hutchinson, assistant professor of economics, is a specialist in
urban and regional affairs.

LATER. AT the 45-minute news
conference.
Meir
stoutly
denied
several times that the President was
applying pressure on her country to
give up positions when the first Oct 22
UN. cease-fire agreement failed to
halt the fighting between Israel and
Egypt
She added that Washington attached
no conditions to the massive arms
shipments that helped Israel through
the Yom Kippur war.
Meanwhile, U.S. officials said they
have a "firm understanding" that
Israel and the Arab states eventually
will negotiate directly with each other

for a lasting Middle East settlement
Until now. the Arabs have never been
willing to have such face-to-face talks
MEIR IS visiting the United States
seeking assurances that her country's
interests will be safeguarded as the
United States and the Soviet Union
oversee exploratory talks designed to
enforce UN. cease-fire agreements
and pave the way for negotiations on a
lasting peace agreement
Egypt. Syria and other Arab foes of
the Jewish state have consistentlyopposed direct negotiations with it
U.S. officials in reporting such talks
were in the offing would not say where
they would be held or even whether the
Arabs had specifically agreed
Meanwhile, as the diplomatic pace
accelerated, thse officials indicated
that
Kissinger
may
meet
with
Mohamed Zakana Ismail, the deputy
foreign minister of Syria
Washington
has
no
diplomatic
relations with Damascus, but any
substantive agreement between Israel
and her neighbors would have to
include Syria, which along with Egypt,

was a principal Israel foe in last
month's war The meeting presumably
would be held here before Kissinger
leaves Monday for Cairo and other
Arab capitals
HOWEVER, in New York, the Syrian
minister told a reporter "I know of no
meeting
with
Kissinger"
Syrian
officials reiterated earlier in the week
that they would not negotiate with
Israel and that the only solution to
Middle East problems is a complete
withdrawal
from
all
occupied
territories.
In another development. Robert J
McCloskey.
a
State
Department
spokesperson, said the United States
had discussed in meetings with Meir
and Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail
Kahmy the possibility of opening a
corridor to the Egyptian 3rd Army
encircled by Israeli troops on the east
bank of the Suez Canal.
McUoskev said neither Egypt nor
Israel has agreed. The proposed
corridor would allow supplies to reach
the trapped Egyptians
Israeli forces opened fire yesterday

on Egyptian tanks and infantry that
moved out of the circle of Sinai Desert
in which Israel has cut off the
Egyptians,
the
Israeli
military
command said.
But the incident apparently did not
upset the general calm prevailing on
the Suez Canal front A UN supply
convoy continued to ferry food and
medicine across the canal to the third
army, an Egyptian and Israeli army
officers met again to discuss the prisoner of war question, a military
spokesperson said
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University still burning coal;
effects of energy crisis felt
By Marcla Sheerr
Stall Reporter
"The major effect the energy crisis
is having on the University is that it
keeps
us
a
pollution-producing
operation."
said
J.
Claude
Scheuerman.
vice president for
operations
Because
the
University
cannot
purchase enough oil to operate its new
oil-heating equipment, the $100,000 unit
will
remain
idle
this
winter.
Scheuerman explained
The
University
therefore must
continue burning coal despite the
polluting effects of the smoke
SCHEUERMAN SAID he does not
anticipate any shortage in the coal
supply
Right now we have some coal
stockpiled, and we are trying to build
on to that stockpile. " he said
"I am still confident that we will be
able to get enough coal even if this
winter is particularly bad. ' he added
Steps are being taken to reduce the
amount of pollution caused by the coal,
he said "We were able to purchase
coal with a lower sulfur content than

we had been using before, even though
it does cost about $3 more a ton."
Scheuerman said.
The University was able to purchase
about 200.000 gallons of oil in order to
test the new heating equipment. F
Eugene Beatty. University director of
buildings and facilities, said in an
interview in The I Toledo) Blade The
equipment must, by law. be tested
before the University can pay the
architect for constructing it.
Scheuerman said the University has
no specific ideas right now on how to
cut back its energy consumption. "We
are exploring what ideas are feasible
(or the campus, but we have no
concrete plans right now." he said.

THE
EDUCATIONAL
Facilities
Laboratory, a group founded by the
Ford
Foundation,
recently
has
published a report on measures
universities can undertake to conserve
energy. Scheuerman said
The report, "The Economics of
Energy Conservation in Educational
Facilities." is being studied to help
determine what the University can do

Breaking, entering charge
facing University students
Two University freshmen, charged
with breaking and entering an occupied
dwelling, are in custody in the Wood
County jail in lieu of 110 000 bond.
They are Ray Anthony Gooding and
Daniel O. Stewart, both students in the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Dale Shaffer, director of Campus
Safety, said that at about 609 yesterday morning, a Kohl Hall resident

advisor reported that a room had just
been entered by two unknown persons.
As they attempted to leave the room
with personal property belonging to the
occupants,
the
occupants
were
awakened and gave chase.
University police arrived on the
scene at 6:12 a.m. The pair was apprehended in the incinerator room on the
third floor of Kohl Hall.

to help alleviate the energy crisis, he
said
"Some suggestions are things like
lowering the temperature on the
thermostats." he said. "We are looking
into various possibilities.
"We have made a start; sooner or
later we will have to implement
someone else's plan or formulate our
own plan
to conserve energy."
Scheuerman said.
He said he anticipates that LI
Governor John W. Brown's energy task
force will soon suggest some cutbacks
for public institutions.
Scheuerman said he may hire a
student to help study the possibilities
of what can be done on campus to save
energy.

Photo
display

Newephete ay Jeeeeti Olxk
Photos by madia specialist William W

DuBoii now are on display in the

Industrial Education Building. The exhibition demonstrates some photography
techniques that separate amateur work from professional achievements.

Coalition favors woman senator
By Ratal Halloa
More than 25 statewide organizations
have formed a coalition to urge Gov
John J Gilligan to appoint a woman to
fill the post vacated by U.S. Sen
William B Saxbe (R-Ohio)
President
Nixon
yesterday
nominated Saxbe as U.S. Attorney
General. The governor is empowered
to name Saxbe s successor.
Nancy Pierce-Leeth, president of the
Ohio Women's Political Caucus, said
last night that 25-30 statewide
organizations, including the League of
Women Voters. YWCA and
the
National Organization for Women, held
a press conference in Columbus
yesterday to publicise their intent.

"There are many qualified women
who could assume a seat in the U S
Senate," Pierce-Leeth said
She said four women have the
necessary legislative expertise: Ohio
Sens. Marigene Valiquette and Clara
Weisenborn and Ohio Reps Donna
Pope and Irene Smart.
"But this is really just skimming the
surface." Pierce-Leeth said. "There
are many, many who are qualified."
IN A STATEMENT for the media,
she said:
"On the federal level, in the
executive branch, there are no women
On the United States Supreme Court,
there ara no women. In the United

States Senate, there are no women. Of
the 435 members of the United States
House only 14 are women
"Presently the Senate is made up of
every race, religion, color and creed It
should also represent both sexes
"Gov. Gilligan has always been a
strong advocate of human rights. We
call upon (him) to appoint a woman to
the United States Senate
Joan L. Spratley. women's director
of the Ohio Democratic Party, said.
"Essentially the movement at this
point is lo try to make the governor
acutely aware that there are many
women throughout this state who are
very concerned that he seriously
consider a woman."

PIERCE-LEETH SAID the coalition
is asking that citizens telephone, write,
petition and send telegrams to Gilligan
asking
that
he
give
serious
consideration to appointing a woman to
replace Saxbe
"We're asking all Ohio citizens to
assess the women they believe to be
qualified to be our senator and contact
Gov. Gilligan supporting that choice."
she said.
Pierce-Leeth said she plans to meet
with Gilligan next week to discuss the
women who could replace Saxbe.
She asked concerned persons to
write to her with their suggestions of
possible candidates. Her address is
1549 Fahlander Drive South. Columbus.
Ohio 43229
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nixon 'has what It takes'

endorsements
■

Mr. Nixon assures us that he has
"what it takes." That reminds me of
the historical moment when he looked
Spiro Agnew in the eye and said "This
guy has got it."
He has also informed us that Mr.
Brezhnev knew that he could trust this
President to do the right thing. It's only
the American people who can't -and
with good reason. Those who have
what it takes don't need to tell us that
they do.
Nixon told two blatant lies to the
American people in his Friday night
press conference -- one of which the
people were in a very good position to
recognize at once.

In the Bowling Green city council elections Tuesday, we support the
following candidates for coaacilmen at-large:
-Dr. Charles A. Barrell, who has demonstrated his responsiveness to
the community, both students and townspeople. His work to negotiate the
gift of Carter Park to the city and to establish bicycle routes are evidence
of his continuing concern for the betterment of the city.
Joseph L. Corral, who offers city council a unique area of expertise as
ci> chairman of the board of directors of the Bowling Green Committee
on Drug Problems (Karma).
-Dr. Kdwln C. Bomeli, who can continue to bring to council his expertise in financial matters as a certified public accountant. He is realistic
in his view of what council can be expected to accomplish in one term and
recognizes students as an integral part of the community.

•••

ELLIOT RICHARDSON, in his own
press conference, said he disagreed
with the attempts to use the Stennis
proposal to block further disclosures,
that he disapproved of the firing of Mr
Cox in itself. that he would have done
what Cox did, in Cox's place.
Yet the President, so soon after the
explicit statements of Mr. Richardson,
had the nerve to present his own fictitious version of events - that
Richardson agreed with the President's plan, that " Mr Cox was the only
one that rejected it," that Richard

For first ward councilman, we endorse Alvin L. Perkins. He is concerned with problems, such as the spew from the University smokestack,
which affect both students and townspeople In addition, he has expressed
a genuine interest in the problems of fire protection and prevention and
has offered constructive suggestions to deal with them.
•••
For second ward councilman, we support Robert D. Armstrong. He can
bring a fresh perspective to city council. While we recognize the need for
women on council, we think Armstrong will prove more effective and
innovative than his opponent.

•••

For third ward councilman, we endorse Brace H. Bellard. He has
expressed an interest in representing all the people of the ward, not
merely the downtown merchants. In addition, he seems to favor a more
aggressive government in the area of housing and zoning than his
opponent.

son's personal commitment to Mr.
Cox" land not any matter of substance) alone led to the Attorney
General's resignation.
IF THE President can distort things
so open and verifiable, what reason is
there to trust him when he tells us of
his secret dealings with Mr Rebozo or
the dairy companies?
His second obvious lie was the assertion that Thomas Jefferson did
"exactly, of course, what we tried to
do in this case" -namely, that he
arranged a "compromise" with Chief
Justice John Marshall, one that
involved a "summary" of subpoenaed
material.
THAT IS not anywhere near what
happened. Jefferson and Marshall
agreed to no compromise. Jefferson

was subpoenaed to appear with documents, but the subpoena itself had said
submission of the documents would be
adequate compliance.
Jefferson sent the documents - not a
summary of them, but the originals.
The two key details Nixon focused on
i a compromise and a summary) never
did exist. In the very act of telling us
how trustworthy he is. he betrays our
trust - and obviously expects to get
away with it.
HE HAS a very low opinion of the
American people If he could respect
us half as much as he does Mr.
Brezhnev, his troubles would be over.
Does he tell Brezhnev obvious lies
when they meet? And. if not, why does
he put us so much lower on his scale of
values?
The rest of his performance was
standard He would not try to question
Cox's motives - but did: "He seemed
to be more interested in the issue than
he was in the settlement."
THE PRESIDENT said he wanted
an independent prosecutor after he
fired one for his independence. He
defended his abandoned position,
describing its sweet reasonableness.

•••

For fourth ward councilman, we support David Carr. Carr has taken an
interest in installation of smoke detectors in apartment buildings within
the city. He can bring fresh ideas into city council.

•••

We think it would not be proper to comment on the three Bowling Green
School levies which also will come before the voters Tuesday. The money
for the levy comes from property taxes which would not affect students
unless rent prices were increased.

8
On the state constitutional amendments we support issues One, Two,
Three and Four.
Issue One would allow the Ohio General Assembly to pass laws
allowing land now used for agricultural purposes to be taxed at its
present use, not according to its development potential.
Issue One would make the taxes equal for all agricultural land and
change the present situation. Farmiaad located next to an urban center
now is taxed more heavily.
We feel line Two deserves a "yes" vote since it would remove the
$3,000 limit of personal exemptions on the state income tax. If Issue Two
is passed the Ohio General Assembly would be permitted to set a new
limit if desired. We place our "yes" vote in good faith that the General
Assembly would not vote to lower the $3,000 limit.

NEED A NICE POLITE PARROT WHO'LL SIT ON MY SHOULDER AND SPEAK WHEN HE'S
SPOKEN TO!'

amenca s prize winner

We support Issue Three because it would alleviate excessive case loads
in more populous areas and distribute them among other judges by com
gining Common Pleas courts into districts of three or four counties.
Municipal and county court judges could also receive in-term pay
raises that have already been authorized for supreme court, court of
appeals and common pleas judges.

NEW YORK. NY - The awarding of
prizes, be they for excellence in the
arts or lucky numbers in the lottery, is
always a pleasant ritual It gives the
heart a lift to see talent honored, valor
rewarded or the poor and obscure
kissed suddenly by fortune
When the prize is international and
its significance very grand we all glow
a little when an American wins

We support Issue Four which would provide bonuses of up to $500 for
Ohio Vietnam veterans, depending on the place of service and length of
time.
The bonuses could be doubled if used for higher education by the
veterans. A "yes" vote for Issue Four is urged.

AND NOW, glory be. an American
has won. To Henry Kissinger. Secretary of State, scholar-diplomat, tireless negotiator and cafe society
swinger, the Nobel Prize for Peace.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News, 106
University Hall.

He shares the award with frail,
smiling Le Due Tho of North Vietnam.
Dr. Kissinger and his adversary won
out over 45 other candidates, including
-incredibly-President Nixon.
It's a splendid prise, a great honor
for America and one can already hear

fjfJJ

a fine oration in Oslo when he collects
his prize.

the screams. "Give it back!" The
screamers, however rude their
manners, have a certain justice in
their cry.
First, it will be pointed out that the
peace terms finally accepted by Dr.
Kissinger early this year were available to him at least three years earlier.
SECOND, there is growing evidence
that the war in Vietnam is far from
ended, that our military presence there
is still costing the taxpayers billions
and that President Nixon, in the words
of one authority, "has already begun
preparing the American public for a
possible resumption of the war in Indochina ."
The expert is Fred Branfman.
director of the Indochina Resource
Center in Washington He savs we are
steadily moving back to the kind of
covert warfare practiced in Vietnam in
the late 1950s and in Laos continuously
since 1962
We may be sure that Dr. Kissinger.
who uses the English language with
impressive grace and skill, will deliver

HE WILL deplore the horrors of war.
make mournful note of the heavy price
America paid to keep Southeast Asia
safe for the CIA and swear that
America has no designs anywhere on
this battered globe save for permanent
peace.
From the veterans who have fought
in Vietnam, from the correspondents
who have seen the corruption, from the
cool cynics in the Pentagon, the
reaction will be uniform -anil
unprintable
THEY KNOW that the Nixon
Administration has committed far too
much to President Thieu to allow that
murderous and demonstrablv rotten
regime to fall. We are still totally committed in Southeast Asia and likelv to
remain so as long as Mr Nixon is
President
A peace prize for Henry Kissinger''
Well, look at it this way: The Nobel
Prize for literature has been won. in
past years, by such household names as
Halldor K. Laxness of Iceland and
Nelly Sachs of Sweden
The 1967 winner was Miguel Angel
Asturias of Guatemala, and if you can
find one literate American citizen in 10
million who has read his works, then I
will write you a poem on the head of a
pin.
THE NOBEL awards for peace, in
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and blamed its failure on the evil
design of one man. Archibald Cox.
Bat Cox is gone. If he were the only
obstacle. Nixon would be handing the
tapes over to Senator Stennis instead of
Judge Sirica It was the outburst of the
people that made Nixon back off - yet
he stands before those people and says
he was done in by a single villain
Then, visibly angry, be said he is not
angered by the press, because be has
no respect for it - a point from which
be retreated, in his compulsive way. a
moment later.
ALL THAT hysterical stuff about the
hysterical press, about men who
knowingly print vicious lies, was itself
unspecific and vicious. If he has a
serious charge to make, let him tell us
who in the press has asserted what
they knew to be false.
Otherwise the vague and unsubstantiated phrases are just smeared over
the whole corps of newsmen, in the
most irresponsible way.
The most highly criticized press
actions in recent days were hard questions directed to Henry Kissinger about
the reality of the Middle Eastern
crisis. But these were questions not
reporting" (the subject of Nixon's
harangue).
I HAPPEN to believe that the crisis
was real, and the reason I do is that
those questions elicited very convincing answers from Mr Kissinger A
concern was openly voiced and adequately answered - which seems to me
the way to do business
Kissinger did not just duck, and
make up a false version of what was
happening, and inveigh against the
questioners
What a contrast in the Nixon press
conference, where we had a man lying
and asking to be trusted; a man
denouncing irresponsibility in an
irresponsible way. a man blaming the
prosecutor for what the people brought
about, a man finally complying with
the law. yet saying that he should not
have been forced to.
NIXON learns nothing, and forgets
nothing At each stage of his domestic
crisis he has been evasive, filled with
enmity, and protective of his shady
associates. No wonder he hides so often
at Camp David.
Every time he steps before us he
visibly shrinks and dwindles, showing
us less and less of "what it takes"
while he shrilly boasts of it.
Capyrtght
1I7J. Universal Press
Syndicate
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general, have been more legitimate,
more meaningful We can easily understand this great honor falling upon
Gen. George Marshall. Ralph Bunche.
Dag Hammarskjold or the International Red Cross. But Henry Kissinger? Even when we acknowledge his
virtues, we have reason to remain
dubious.
David Halberstam once suggested
that all the great decisionmakers in the
Vietnamese war. the men who raised
the draft quotas, sent out the bombers,
ordered the napalm, now be asked to
study the results of their orders
Specifically, let them give 20 or 30
hours a month to volunteer work in
veterans' hospitals Lei them visit
Vietnam and tour the refugee centers,
live among the war orphans, help
rebuild the hospitals and schools we
reduced to rubble
THEIR minds might be opened and
their sympathies broadened by a tour
of President Thieu's prisons, if such
could be arranged
1 have just read a book about
damaged veterans that will never
leave my mind. It's "The Body Shop."
the tenderly written story of four
amputees at the Letterman General
Hospital near San Francisco. Author
Corrine Browne has allowed the men to
set forth their history in their own
words I pluck one paragraph more or
less at random
"My stumps are odd. The right one's
too long. The other's the maximum
length it could be. If there d been
another inch, it would have been a BK
(below the knee). The AK has a
hydraulic device to make you work
harder to straighten it out.
MY LEGS are plastic over wood
coating. At first I had a pipe leg which
hurt so much I didn't walk much
With no toes it's hard to walk. With
shoes I really feel stable..It's not hard
to walk using the crutches for balance.
I'm gonna walk like a champ."
One wonders if Henry Kissinger
plans to give his share of the Nobel
money-some $60.000-to a worthy
charity.
WE MIGHT suggest several, beginning with one of the organizations that
is trying to help Vietnam veterans find
jobs, kick the drug habit and make it
back to civilian life. Or would a gift to
the Vietnamese orphans be more
fitting? Think about it. Mr. Secretary.
Caayrighi Urn, LM Aageles Tun 11
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Rothe: Women need power'
By Midom Coattrter
Provost Kenneth Rothe
said yesterday he thinks
there is a need to put more
women in positions of power
in all institutions, including
the University
Speaking to the Women's
Caucus, he said. This I'ni
versity. as all major universities, must meet at least

the letter of the law to discourage discrimination
Years ago. universities
expected an exponentially
expanding growth pattern
Unfortunately.' I>r Kothe
said, the model was inaccurate

implement that expansion
do not match, he said A university cannot operate when
there is not enough money
and resources to meet its
needs
Woman-power is a
resource that cannot be
ignored. Dr Rothe said
Although most institutions
of higher learning are based
on liberal philosophies.
They will argue in favor of
equal opportunities until it
comes down to the next step-hiring a woman or a
member of a minority." he
said

THE EXPECTATION and
the resources needed to

Big Time Wrestling
comes to University

NtmflWi fcy Jan Hannah

Tholmo Donald

Big Time Wrestling conies to Anderson Arena Sunday
when Killer Brooks. Bobo Br.i/il and eight other grapplers
meet in five separate matches
Two matches will be hero versus villain affairs Flying
Fred Curry will battle All Babba and ThunderboH I'alcrson
will meet Dr Jerrv Graham.
Also on the bill are matches between Hen Justice and
Tony Marino, and Tex McKenzie and Kabooki
Sponsored by Cultural Boost wrestling begins at 8 p m
Tickets are $2. general admission, and K SO. ringside seats
They may be purchased at the I ruon Ticket Office and ll the
door

Walk down the aisles of any supermarket It doesn't take much to see
things ain't what they used to be "
Food pricescontinue to rise And no
one knows it better than cook Thelma
Donald Making the dollar stretch
for 48 hungry men is getting harder
every day. she said
Donald is (he cook at the Sigma Chi
fraternity house She works cooperatively with two kitchen managers
appointed bv the fraternity However,
the burden ol work falls upon her She
must select the menu, purchase the
food and cook the meals The serving
and clean-up duties are left to her
aides
Selecting a menu is a big problem,
she said "With the same board bill,
they gripe some because you can't
get what they want." Many things are
considered when choosing her meals,
she said She must check the price.

try to get a variety, and decide which
night to have it. she said If possible,
she also will take requests
WITH HER limited budget. Donald
admits she feels the pinch Her
answer is to shop for bargains to combat the rising costs
it's a rat race." she said "One
thing comes down, and another goes
up " Donald said she expects prices
to rise another 10 per cent by
January.
She talked as she prepared the
evening meal "Meat's loo danged
expensive," she scolded She said she
looks for special cuts to hold cost
down She usually shops in rural
Weston for her meats because "the
guy over there will cut up special
orders."
Discounts are crucial for Donald's
budget "You've got to watch all the
papers and all the listings." she said
Last week." she said. "Swiss steak
was on sale, and we had that for the

For Life that's more than just living,
get acquainted with Jesus Christ!

first time." "Next week it probably
will or something else "
DONALD admitted it was all a
matter of knowing what to buy and
where For example. "You can't do
as good in Weston on canned goods as
vou can here.'' she said.
She said she also expects milk
prices to rise steadily because
There aren't enough cows around to
make the milk " The price now is
$1 25 a gallon, she said, but the frater
nity gets a discount if it pays its bill
promptly A similar discount is
available on bread
Donald remains philosophical in
discussing the rise in meat prices
You know they claim this meat
shortage is good for people Thev
claim we eat too much meat,
anyway "
THE HOUSE kitchen is operated
entirely from payments made by the
occupants Kach man is billed $170 a
quarter.

New laws
COLUMBUS (AP) - A new law that
went into effect yesterday allows a jail
or workhouse inmate the right to vote by
absentee ballot.
Sponsored by Rep John D Thompson
iD-la.Cleveland) the law applies to
inmates serving tune on misdemeanor
offenses or awaiting trial on felony or
misdemeanor charges
Another law that went into effect
yesterday, will allow Ohio to have multiyear license plates and staggered
vehicle registration beginning in 1975

'BIG TIME" WRESTLING
SUNDAY

Safer Won*, ft*) un. Sat** SdMi ■» Mil Clan !:M am
for personal counsel see
John Alan Krueger, Pastor
80S Klou Road, Phone 352-3545
Or Call CHRISTLINE, 352-0379

iSLji !i!£ Jwa
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Fish Special
Black Mollies 4/1.00
Green Mollies 4/1.00
Green Swords 4/1.00
Platys 4/1.00
Neons 4/1.00
Kribensis 2/1.25
also....
PENNY SALE ON
PLANTS
Buy One at Reg. Price
Second One For a Penny!
32 1 S. PROSPICT
334-9603

tsj*G"

EL ALAMO
MEXICAN RESTAURANT
Saturday, Nov. 3
8:00 A.M. - ???
Mexican Music
For Your Enjoyment
Located in the
Stadium View Plaza

Share your talents thru
Peace Corps or VISTA Sign
up now (or Placement Office
interviews: Nov 14. 15.

M0N.-SAT.

Jouruonf

TEACHERS
Get to the heart ol education problems at home or
overseas thru VISTA or
Peace Corps Sign up for
Placement Office interviews
Nov 14, 15

MATH-SCIENCE GRABS
Volunteers with your back
grounds are needed for
VISTA and Peace Corps
assignments. Sign up now for
Placement Office interviews
Nov 14, 15.

NURSES
Your knowledge is needed for
improved health care in the
US and 60 developing na
hons thru VISTA or the Peace
Corps Sign up now for Placement Office interviews: Nov
14, 15

FARMERS

suggested the President be asked to
invite the enure panel to the 'White
House and submit to complete
questioning

Saxbe-Gilligan
COLUMBUS (API - Gov John J
Gilligan yesterday discouraged speculation over his choice to replace U.S.
Sen William B Saxbe iR-Ohiol but
again counted himself out of the
running

Ford comments
WASHINGTON (API Vice Presidentdesignate Gerald H Ford said yesterday
the House Judiciary Committee should
pursue its investigation of grounds for
the possible impeachment of President
Nixon
i don't believe there are grounds but
that's a personal judgment," he told a
Senate committee examining his fitness
to be vice president "But that's the way
to clear the air."
Ford, sounded out on a broad range of
subjects, said he thought "it might have
been much more helpful" if Nixon had
disclosed earlier that no tapes exist of
two key conversations connected with
the Watergate investigation

SUE BUMGARNER
and

HOWARD

DEBBIE COLE
CONGRATULATIONS!

Drivers now being hired to meet increasing
delivery requirements. Wages plus commission.

Apply in Person. Domino's Pizza
(Own car required)

SOUTH SIDE SIX

If you know farming, the
Peace Corps can show you
some really challenging
assignments in 60 develop
ing nations Sign up for
Placement Office interviews:
Nov 14. 15

cold beer
wine
champagne
737 S. MAIN

3J QSa

•

are proud of their two new actives:

.

PE4CE CORPS/HSM
BUSINESS GRABS

•

CHI OMEGA

12-1
4-8

RtcmiwENr

If there were more
monev. changes could be
made more quickly, but
"federal and state governments wont force it to
happen Dr Rothe said

The Sisters of

1628 E. WOOSTER ■ 352-0709

TICKETS ON SALE AT BGSU
UNION TICKET OFFICE

Grand Opening

M

WASHINGTON lAPI Former Nixon
campaign manager Clark MacGregor
testified yesterday he was used and
deceived in the Watergate affair and
said the President should submit to
questioning by the Senate Watergate
committee's two ranking members
In a separate statement. Sen Barry
Goldwater i It-Ariz. I said an appearance
by Nixon before the full Watergate
committee may offer the President the
only way out of problems of credibility
that now besiege him.
A third formula was offered by Sen
Lowell P Weicker Jr iK-Conn.l who

DUBBLE
BUBBLE

presents

252 S. Main SL, Bowling Green

Watergate

Other attempt* lo save monev have
been through serving milk only at
breaklast and dinner. Donald said
Fruit punches are substituted at
lunch Inst.uil potatoes' also were
used lor a while, hut real potatoes
now are purchased more often because the price has dropped.
The price Irends are not new lo
Donald Before working at Sigma
chi. Donald served nine yean as cook
for the Kalteubacli Nursing Home in
Weston With a change in manage
menl she resigned "Itesides." she
saul. out there all there was were
old and deal, here it's young and
alive '

CULTURAL BOOST

CHRIST THE SAVIOR EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH

,

Due to costs, the fraternity is
attempting to limit servings to one
helping at each meal I tonald said she
thinks the Idea "I limiting sei i ings is
unpopular, hut necessary Tsed to
be they could have seconds or thirds.
but noi anymore." she said

Women's Studies will play
an important role in determining these values. Dr.
Rothe said, but he warned
that there is increasing
competition among University programs for money
A choice mechanism must
be used to determine which
programs best meet aca
demic needs he said

DR. ROTHE
said he
thinks the University should
provide an atmosphere of
personal
growth
for
students Part of this growth
is based on values which are
difficult to determine, such
as the role of women in
soeietv. he said

newsnotes

Cook makes ends 'meat' for 48
By Rick Kraass

Dr Rothe said the Carnegie Commission has estimated that the number of
women in higher education
will not be in proportion to
the number of women
trained for those positions
until the year 2000

Weekdays*. Sun. 9-11
Frl. & Sat. 9-12

352-8639

3DSTJ E33373 S3 [32.-S

! HOWARD'S !
COLD BEER
Fine Tunes

BOOZE
No Cover

Presents

JACK WYLES
GEE

OEEE

Guitar and Vocals

Sunday. Nov. 4.

I 4/Th. tO New., Friday, N«tmh« 2. 1973

At-large council candidates previewed
By K.thl Hitloo
According to the Bowling Green Charter which goes into
effect Jan I. the legislative powers of the city are invested
in a city council consisting of three members-at-large and
one member from each of the four wards
Councilmen-at-large will serve for terms of four years
each. However, in the coming election the two councilmenat-large receiving the largest number of votes shall serve
four year terms and the third shall serve two years The
overlapping terms are designed to provide continuity on the
council
Count-ilmen receive SI.200 per year
In the general election Tuesday. Nov 6. there are five
candidates for the three at-large council positions
la Ike general electioa Tuesday, Nov. I, laere are five
candidates for the three at-large council poiitloas: Dr.
Charles A. Barrell. Democrat; Dr. Edwla C. Bomell,
Repabllcaa; Thomas M. Carroll. Republican: Joseph L.
Corral. Democrat, aad Boyd Crawford, Repabllcaa.

Barrell
Dr Barrell. 64. of 722 N Grove St . has served as a
councilman-at-large for eight years
He is the past
chairman of the University's political science department
and now teaches state and local government courses

C.B. PRESENTS
BIG TIME" WRESTLING

SUNDAY

Dr. Barrell said continued zoning and housing reforms are
a high priority right now" in the city.
The city is subject to the Wood County Health Department
code which currently is being revised.
"It's not just a matter of being under the improved code of
the board of health." Dr Barrell said, "but we need to subsidize the board.
"We need an assistant inspector to work exclusively in
Bowling (Jreen to not only act on complaints, but to Initiate
investigations."

and flying about.
The decorations were hung —

he said.

Describing town-gown relationships as "pretty good." Dr.
Barrell said lie supports the right of students to vote in
Bowling Green. "Bui what keeps it from being a confronta-

"'Twas the day before CHEE 0MUNGA;

hov.

Bomell
Dr. Bomell. S3, of 258 S Church St.. is director of
graduate studies in business at the University. A selfemployed certified public accountant, be is running for his
second council term.
Dr. Bomeli said his top council priority is an orderly
transition to the charter form of government which takes
effect Jan. I.
He said he also is concerned with sewer and street
improvements, an expanded water plant and pay levels for
city employees.
"Everything should be done first." he said. "Probably the
next two years won't see them all solved, but many are on
the drawing board and ready to go."
Dr. Bomeli said he favors an "equitably administered"
housing code to protect the rights of renters and property
owners. "It will require some compromises." he said. "My
understanding is that the county code will need some
modification for Bowling Green."
He said if such changes are made, the city should allocate
money to the county for enforcement of the code.
Dr. Bomeli termed fire protection on the east side of the
Penn-Central railroad tracks "inadequate " He said he
thinks protection on the east side should be increased, with
the protection on the west maintained.
In addition, be said. "I think the University, because of its
multiple-housing units, has a significant responsibility in
helping to finance the fire station "
Dr. Bomeli said he thinks fire prevention devices for
apartments should be investigated. Installation could result
in reduced fire insurance premiums for property owners,
he said "But whether we (council) should mandate them or
not, I don't know." he added.
Hevutilization of the downtown area is "vital to
students," Dr. Bomeli said. "As long as we're going to be
principally a college town, it's just plain common sense for
the merchants to be sensitive to student needs.
He said he thinks students should vote in Bowling Green
"Right now. most students support the city financially
(through payment of the city income taxi, but don't vote."

DR. BARRELL SAID his other concerns include the adoption of a new administrative code to supplement the Bowling
(Jn-cn Charter which goes into effect Jan. 1 and continued
improvement of sanitary and storm sewers, streets,
environment, safety provisions and parks and recreational
facilities.
Dr. Barrell is head of the council's parking and traffic
control committee which has authorized posting bicycle
route signs throughout the city. "The signs serve to warn
motorists these pathways are used extensively by bicyclists." he said.
He said he was responsible for negotiating the gift of
Carter Park to the city. "That will need lots of improvements." Dr Barrell said. "For example, we don't have
water there and only temporary toilet facilities."
In the area of fire protection and prevention, he said he
favors a fully manned fire station on the east side of the
Penn-Central railroad tracks and smoke detector systems in
apartment buildings in the city.
In addition. Dr. Barrell said he voted for and is in favor of
new sidewalks for downtown A group of downtown merchants has opposed the plan and a lawsuit is currently in litigation.

and all through the Chi 0 house —
All the owls were restless;

Carroll

CHEE 0MUNGA had begun!
Then the crowned Chee-0 King said
before it was done . . .

MERRY CHEE UMUNGA to the owls,
and to all - have fun!"

2l0Md>fo-5c'ience
Middle Class Youth Presents

«PRl!t *Hfc IC>

iFernando Arrabal's "VIVA LA MUERTE'

SUNOAY OPENING TILL 3r00 - ADULTS 1.00
FtOBS

HUOUIMMM

EVE 7 30
SAT & SUN
3:30

EVE 915
SAT k SUN
2:00 & 5 10

Middle Class Youth proudly presents Fernando
Arrabal's surrealistic death fantasy.
'Viva La
Muerte
(long live deathl It will be showing (his
Friday and Saturday in 10S Hanna Hall at 7 and 9 pm
Admission |1 00
Dave Cilhoun will sing al The Upper Koom
Coffeehouse, lOJ'iN Main St.. tonight at 9 00 pm
Saturday. November 3.1973

CINEMA II

liiiiTiiaiioii.il Studies presents Martli Kojonen. rector
ol a folk high school in Finland, tonight at 7 pm in the
Alumni Room of the Union He will be speaking on
education and the Scandinavian Seminar Program

EVE 7:15 & 9:30
SA1 & SUN MAT 2:15 & 4:45

The Bti.SU Peoples Chess Federation will hold
their weeklv meeting in the Commuter Center of
Moselev Hall Irom 9 00 am to 4 00pm

HELD OVER 5th Week • HURRY LAST S DAYS
'Might just turn out to be this year's sleeper and emulate the
runaway success of'BILLY MCK.'"

-..■ • u.

105 HANNA HALL

WALKING TALL

7&9P.M.Thur.,Fri.&Sat.
Nov. 1 - 3
$1.00 Admission

The B G.S.I' Karate Club will hold a practice session
tonight from 8-8 in 101 Hayes Hall.
The Fin-n-F'alcon Scuba Club will hold a general
meeting followed bv open swimming tonight from 8-10
in the Natotonum

VALUABLE COUPON

ANNE
BANCROFT

..SIMON
WARD

YOUNG WINSTON
PRESENT THIS COUPON
1.00
AT THE CLAZEL'S
BOX OFFICE
•COUPON GOOD
OCT 31 thiu NOV 6th

PORTAGE

WITH THIS COUPON

WITHOUT
COUPON

The BG S.U Sailing Club will hold a meeting tonight
at 7 pm in 203 Hayes Hall All members should
attend

SAVE
=

»yvU
tm

Monday. November 5.1973

FOUR
DOLLARS
ORDER YOUR
CLASS RING
iN NOVEMBER,

OPEN FRI & SAT t SUN

SAVE $4 AND

DRIVE-IN THEATRE

SHOW TIME 7:15

DON'T PAY FOR IT

1 .•'..»i• s.. P..,. Ht>> 616 2841

IN CAR HEATERS • optional

GINGER SCORES TWICE!

TIL AFTER
THE HOLIDAYS 'I
•Gat $4.00 off on any
personalized John Roberts
|. ring ordered before Nov. 30
by specifying "90 Day

Meet
Ginger.

ronqh-

Shipment." The balance
is not due until the ring
<% delivered. Order today!

GINGER

ABDUCTORS

"CHERICAFFARO

* XHERICAFFARO

its.

m. I ttT. UTt «•* ■ m -lAnWKTW COWO."

^^^^

There will be a Rubber llridge Tournamenl sponsored
In UAO Card & Games committee, today at 1 30 in
the Ohio Suite of the Union. One section for beginners,
one lor experienced Four trophies and 8 prizes Pav
75c at the door Make reservations.
The weeklv meeting ol the Society for Creative
Anachronism will be held in 200 Moseley Hall at I 30
today

COUPON SPECIAL
EVE - 7:00 & 9:30

ROBERT
SHAW

The Womens Volleyball Team will host a
quadrangular match with Ashland and Cincinnati The
event will take place at 10:00am in the NorlhGymof
the Women's Building
Sunday. November 4.1973

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

DER HAUPTMANN VON KOPENICK 119561 t'OE
93 Based on Carl Zuckmayer s play The story of
shoemaker Voigt lust released Irom prison and unable
to obtain a work permit without proof of
emplovement Having nothing lo lose, he buvs an old
uniform and easily plavs the role ol a captain with
Prussian police obeying his orders, hoping in vain to
secure necessary papers Director Helmut Kauiner
Starring: HeinzRuhmann.
There will be a meeting of the German Club this
evening from 6 30 to 7 00 pm in room 210 ol the Math
Science Building
RIDES
Ride needed to the edge
ol
downtown Toledo,
specif K-ally to the Canton
and Soulhered area.
Tuesday mornings, to arrive between 8:00 and
8 30 If vou can help
please call Debbie Wood
at 372-3914 or write 404
McDonald North Thank
vou
Ride needed to L'leve
Wed Nov 7 for Moodv
Blues concert Call Scott.
372-4*93 or Claudia. 3525895
Ride needed to Ashland.
Friday afternoon, return
after 580 Sunday Gas
352-4138

REGARDING FIRE protection and prevention. Carroll
said he "totally disagreed" with a feasibility study done for
the city last spring which suggested the city needs only one
fire station. "There's got to be another fire department on
the University side of the I PennCentral) tracks." be said.
He termed the use of smoke or beat detectors in
apartment buildings "a super idea."
"I would hope many apartment owners would voluntarily
cooperate," be said. "After all. they'd be protecting their
own investment "
Carroll said he could not comment on the issue of new
sidewalks for the downtown area because the issue is in
court. "But I do feel the merchants have to do their share."
he said. "After all. there are city-owned parking lots
downtown.
"I'd also like to see a high-rise parking garage downtown,
too." he added
TOWN-GOWN relations have improved during the last
two years. Carroll said. "For so long there was a definite
chasm." he said, "but you always have problems when you
have a school this size and a city this size ''
On the issue of student voting, Carroll said, "1 want to see
students vote I don't care if it's here or in i heir hometowns
The student apathy I detect really upsets me."
Even in view of the national political scene. Carroll said
being a Republican is having no adverse effects on his
campaign. "At the local level, you have to work so closely
together that most of the time you forget political
affiliations." he said.

Corral
Corral. 38. of 254 S Enterprise St.. is a marketing
representative for the Columbia Gas Co of Ohio and
chairman of the city's board of zoning appeals
Corral said his main concern is the efficiency of city
government
"We need a careful evaluation of all
departments within the city administration to make sure
we're not becoming too top-heavy in the administration and
forgetting the workers." he said
"We should try to live within our budget." he continued
"We have to have planned programs and follow through on
the things we plan to do."
Corral, the only council-al-large candidate who lives in
the first ward, said his other priorities include continued
upgrading of the sewer system, programs for senior citizens
and drug abuse programs
He is co-chairman of the board of directors of the Bowling
Green Committee on Drug Problems i Karma).
CORRAL SAID he favors a housing code that is fair to
students, property owners and the neighborhood." He said
• to peg* five

CLaSSIFIED «p» ■ ■

Friday. November 2.1973

fS

'HS«W

He said he thinks the city should continue to contract with
the Wood County Department of Health for enforcement of
the bousing code-if that code is strengthened.
"It has to be enforced," Carroll said. ' Enforcement is the
key to it and when you talk enforcement, you're talking

CAMPUS CALENDAR

HAROLD
and
MAUDE
A »iM •"lOW"'

Carroll. 40. of 714 Birch St.. has served three terms as
councilman-at-large.
A teacher and coordinator of distributive education at
Bowling Green High School, Carroll said city council should
concern itself with continued upgrading of sewers and
streets during the next two years.

<m

%ISAJOYT

manpower. That's an expensive proposition.
"The city must provide funds to the county to beef up its
staff

lion is that a great number of students identify and vote back
home."

1

Unrig to Columbus' 1
need a ride most any
and or every weekend
Please call Heather for
whatever weekend
vou're going 2-3807.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost. Brown leather
purse last seen in Chapman Reward' Np questions 372-4870
REWARD for the return
of three piece wedding
ring set lost in down
stairs ladies room of
either South Hall or
Home Ec Bldg. No questions asked Call 331-6383
collect or leave message
with BG News

Lost Samsunite bnet case containing work
papers for the MAP
Corp in vii-inilv ol SOU
lamman or Kroger parking lot. BG. on Wed .
i M 24. 1973 If you have
anv information contat-i
MAP Corp . 352-5146 Re
ward uttered
HELP WANTED
Domino's is now hiring
drivers Musi be 18 and
have car SI 70 plus commission 352 5221
Delivery people, waiters,
waitresses Applv in per
son. Paghai s Starting
pav 81 70 hr
Now hiring Full or parttime - waiters, waitresses, and hostesses
Petti's Alpine Village.
117 N Main
Attractive young girls
needed as waitresses 21
& over Apply in prson at
Dixie Electric Co 8748849.
Writers, photographers,
artists, lournalists. and
anyone interested in
working on EXIT Magazine - a new weeklv publi
cation for the greater
Toledo area, please contact Exit Publications.
I'D Box 25. Bowling
Green Oh Ph 353-6722
This magazine will be a
new and refreshing
periodical dealing with
general arts and leisure
&t the science of activity

WANTED
1 female roommate to
share apt with 2 other
girls. Call 352-9378
Female roommate wanted immediately Call 3825706alter4 30pm.
I lemale to share rent
Iree apt with male student in exchange lor light
housework Own room
Watv. Ohio Call Allen at
878-5920 after 11:88 pm
Female needed to sublet
apartment winter and
spring quarter. Call Debbv. 352-6(86 or 352-4075
Mature voung women to
live in with voung tacultv
couple lor FHEE room &
board in exchange for
light housekeeping and
babysitting Call 686-4299
orm-3M»ext. 4
Want used 35mm camera in good condition
Call 353-3882
Male needed for three
bedroom apt.. 858 per
month, prefer upper
classman or grad. student Call 352-0778

Exp drummer de-sires
lo form small group to
plav local engagements
352-8686.
House (or rent 1 girl
needed I blk Irom campus 352-6162
SERVICES OFFERED
Reliable Abortion Service 24 hour service 1 to
24 week terminated bv
licensed certilied obstetrician gynecologist Immediate
arrangements
will be made with no
hassle Call colled 216631-1W7
Experienced tvpist theses, term-papers 3526215
Great dance and party
music Any room size
352 7851.

Call CHRISTUNE 3520379 anv hour, anv dav
VYecanhlep'
YOGA CLASSES
Improve physically wiih
exercise and control Ph
354-4721

PERSONALS
1'iKA - pledges say con
gratulations newly elected officers and thanks to
old ollicers lor job well
done
There once was an Alpha
Gam Glame who partied
hersell to lame Her
drink she did spill, which
was cleaned bv bv Bill,
that special night at
Cherrv Hill
Come to Yatan's Start
X-mas shopping early lav awav at no extra
charge 109 N Main

& don t have them re
heeled at least once,
you're missing the boat'
lloat docks .icross Irom
Pennev s Tickets S2 50
1 hr service
Only I shopping dav left
til CHEE OMl'NGA' So
hurry it's almost here'

FOR SALE
1967 Ford station wagon
Country Squire, air. automatic V-8. radio, heater
Good condition. 3750 Call
354-5802 in carlv am or
alter 9 00 pm
^^^^
Panasonic
stereo.
Ml FM radio, turntable
tape plaver. 4 speakers
3175 354 5234
69 Dodge Coronet good
cond Must sell call 23196
69 Mustang F-back Musi
sell, extras, good cond
best oiler Call alter 5
pro 884-4814
1972 Skyline 2 bedroom
lurmshed. mobile home
Includes all appliances
plus color television
Cost 33950 Call 893-0522
Monday thru Thursday
Used Book Sale •- Friday
9-9. Sat
9-4
Trinity
Methodist Church 200 N
Summit
Used lurniiure & appli
ances Largest dealer in
the area Also new lurni
lure at prices vou can at
lord Kline's Used F'urnilure & Antiques. 101 Main
St i corner Main & Kt
231. Risingsun. Ohio
FM stereo tuner a. BSR
turntable. 352-7316.

We sure ain't
lion
when we sav SAE teas
are grreat' Thanx guvs Gamma Phis

Skus - Head J20F. Titan
step-ins plus poles Only
saw 2 seasons Dave. 3725633

Gamma Phis and guvs
get psvehed lor the Goo
Phoo Boo' Shine on
cause we're gonna
I lame1

12 string Holner guitar
model 492 Call 2-3900

Congratulations Connie
and Scott on your Alpha
Chi-Phi Dell engagement Best Wishes Irom
your AX sisters.
Now open
Featuring
Adidas shoes
Hockev
equipment now in stock
Locker Room Sporting
Goods. 112 S Mam St
Ph 353-6341
Many thanks to Mike.
John. Joe. John and
Mike lor vour hlep with
the spaghetti dinner
Crazie. The KD's.
DIG THIS II you spend
over 820 on a pr ol shoes

PanasrxV AM FM FM
stereo with BSR turntable and cassette tape
Air suspension speakers
Call 2-3900
Gibson electric guitar
and case 3125 352 5931
TV. - UHF. B W - excellent picture Best otfer
373-1848
Realistic stereo component. Scuba Pro diving
equipment, call 352-6956
after 6 00 pm

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt in BG
8185. Includes gas and
water Available now
Ph 352-0874

fcWwy, N«vwnUr 3, 1973, Tha M N.w»/fog. 3

Sidewalks, housing, streets discussed
• fram pa§. taw
be thinks the city should remain under the jurisdiction of the
county code and allocate funds to the county for personnel
"if the need is there."
In addition, he said. As long as a home meets the
standards at the time that bouse was built. I think it should
stand unless it is in unreasonably unsafe condition "
Citing the density of population on the east side of the
Peno-Central railroad tracks. Corral said. "The city should
have a fire station on the east side with more than one
man."
He said be thinks the University should participate in the
planning and funding of the station.
Corral said installation of beat or smoke detectors in
existing apartment buildings would be expensive and that
the cost would probably be passed on to the tenant. "But
surely, there is a life-saving benefit." he said. "If you can
save one life, it's worth any amount of money."
Rt:VITAUZATION of downtown requires the cooperation
of merchants, property owners and citizens. Corral said. "I
don] think we can put the cost on any one area." be said.
'' We have to work together."
He termed the plan for new downtown sidewalks "a step
in the right direction, and added. "I don't think we should
go down and do a patchwork job."
Regarding students voting in Bowling Green, he said. "I
feel that any student woo registers to vote is a responsible
voter. 1 think they are voting on the issues."
"If city officials are being fair to students. I don't think
we have anything to worry about "

Crawford
Crawford. SO, of 7 Parkwood Drive, to now serving as
council president. He is executive vice president of Cain's
Marcelle Potato Chip Co . Inc

Crawfoid termed second ward improvements,
particularly the upgrading of streets, as "one of the top
priorities" for council in the next two years.
He said he also plans to work for additional fire
protection, completion of the downtown sidewalks project
and further improvements in Carter Park.
"There are so many things involved, it's pretty difficult to
say exactly that we will accomplish this or that." Crawford
said.
He said be favors a strengthened housing code, but
questioned whether Bowling Green needs a full-time
bousing inspector
"Is there enough to keep him busy?." Crawford asked.
"I'm not real certain that we will need one. 1 really don't
know."

CRAWFORD SAID there is a need for more fire
protection, particularly so we don't have a problem with
trains. Hopefully we can somehow get another station so we
can cover the whole city."
"I think we should get into it and decide where we can use
it (another fire station) best." he continued. "The
University and city have been working on that problem for a
number of years."

"The townspeople realize the important part the University
plays in the community," Crawford said He also said the
community could take better advantage of University
faculties.
Discussing the student vote in Bowling Green. Crawford
said. "If I really had to take a stand, the people who really
live in a community year-round are the people who should
vote.

In addition. Crawford said requiring smoke or heat
detectors in new apartment buildings in the city "to
probably a good idea" but would require additional
consultation with city officials
In the area of town-gown relations, he said he thinks there
is no friction now, but hopes relations will further improve.

"THESE ARE the people who are going to pay for it." be
said. "Their istudents', interest probably doesn't lie in
Bowling Green."
Crawford said he doesn't think being a Republican is
negatively affecting his campaign

Ohio voters to decide Tuesday on amendments
By Sue Myers
Ohio voters Tuesday will decide the fate of four
amendments to the Ohio constitution proposed by the
General Assembly.
Issue 1. if passed, would authorize the General Assembly
to change the way agricultural land to taxed in Ohio It to
now taxed on the basis of its market value, which is
determined by its potential development value, according to
Dr. Leo Navin. chairman of the University's economics
department
Farm land adjacent to developed land to taxed at the same
rate as the developed land even though it may still be used
for agricultural purposes. Navin said.
The amendment, if passed, would permit auditors to
assess property for agricultural purposes only, said Ohio
Rep Charles Kurfess.
THERE IS a provision in the amendment to allow for

retroactive collection of taxes if land to converted to other
use.
School revenues and the general property tax fund used by
county and municipal governments could be cut if the issue
is passed. Navin said.
THE SECOND state issue calls for removal of the $3,000
limit on exemptions of the state income tax Passage of this
amendment would permit the Ohio General Assembly to set
a new limit if it desired.
The $3,000 limit was set in 1912. Navin said.
Today it impo:es a burden on large families, he said He
assumed that passage of the amendment would adjust the
ability of all iamilies to use the exemptions.
Kurfess said the legislature could exempt any portion of
income or none o( it.
ISSUE 3 deals with establishing divisions of the Common
Pleas Courts, organizing districts for the Common Pleas
courts, and in-term pay raises for some Ohio judges.
If passed the amendment would allow the General

Assembly to make Municipal and County Courts divisions of
the Court of Common Pleas.
The amendment also calls lor Municipal and County Court
judges to be included in compensation provisions that were
authorized for Supreme Court. Court of Appeals and
Common Pleas Court judges
THE FOURTH constitutional amendment calls for Ohio
armed forces veterans to receive bonuses up to $500
depending on their place and length of service. Vietnam
veterans who served between February 28, 1961 and July 1.
1973 and veterans who served between August 5, 1964 and
July 1.1973 would be eligible for the bonuses.
Relatives of servicemen killed In Vietnam, prisoners of
war. or men missing in action could receive up to $1,000 All
bonuses could be doubled if they were used for educational
expenses
Kurfess said a commission would probably be appointed
to administer the program. Veterans would have to apply
(or the bonuses, he said.
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D i x ie Electri c Go.
DANCING

MIXED DRINKS
SUNDAY • COLLEGE NIGHT

WEDNESDAY -

ADMISSION-GUYS $1.00
GIRLS 50«
Vi PRICE WITH CURRENT COLLEGE I.D.
MONDAY — FREE ADMISSION

THURSDAY —

TUESDAY — ADMISSION - GUYS - $1.00
GIRLS - FREE
LADIES DRINK 2 for 1 UNTIL 10
TEQUILA, Vi ALL NIGHT
24581 N. DIXIE HIGHWAY
6 miles North on Highway 25

ADMISSION $1.00 - PITCHERS - SPECIAL
ANNOUNCED SPECIALS ON MIXED DRINKS
"DYNAMITE DANCING"

ADMISSION $2.00
PITCHERS, BAR DRINKS • LESS THAN HALF

FRIDAY & SATURDAY -

ADMISSION $1.50
"IT'S ALWAYS AN ELECTRIC WEEKEND AT
THE DIXIE ELECTRIC COMPANY"

AN ENTERTAINMENT UTILITY

HOURS: M0N.-SAT. 8:30-2:30 - SUN. 8-MIDNIGHT

Soccer squad faces
rugged Bobcat team
ByDuGarfieM
Anliunt Spar Is Editor
The
Bowling
Green
booters will put their No. 1
Ohio ranking, and a threegame winning streak on the
line tomorrow when they
fare the fourth-rated Ohio
University bobcats at the
soccer field
Standing 7-1
for the
season. Bowling Green will
be seeking its fourth straight
win. and its second consecutive post-season bid
Oil. 5-1-1. also garnered a
post-season bid last year and
is out to take the No 1 spot
away from BG The two
(cams tied 1-1 last year in
Athens

WAYNl

The Bobcats have a well-

Gryphons provide opposition
as icers open '73 campaign
By Mark Glover
Asilslaal Sports Editor
The
Bowling
Green
hockey team will attempt to
preserve a perfect record as
they open
their season
tonight at 7 30. at the Ice
Arena against the I'niversityol Guelph
The Falcon icers hold a
"spell" over their Canadian
' opponents In six previous
meetings with Guelph. KG
has won five and tied one
This tradition may lie a
lough one to uphold Ihis
year
' THE WORD circulating
around the hockev fraternity
Is that Guelph s Gryphons
are much improved from
Ike team thai ended lasl sea*on with a record of II 10-2
One of the reasons for this
type of thinking is Dave
Farago
Farago led the Gryphons
In louring last year with 2U
goals and 23 assists. He is no
stranger
to the
Falcon
skaters In pre season action
■last year, the right winger
'scored (wo unassisted goals
In a match that KG eventually won. SM.

other top performers for
Guelph include Kim Miles
and Hob Gnsdalc Veleran
I.nis
may
recall
Miles
scored two goals against 1IG
two yean ago in a losing
overtime cflort
A number ol returning
lellermen will provide Ihe
scoring punch lor BG
Hob Dobek. who In I the
learn last year in Hie scoring

department with m goals
and 34 assists, will pose a
threat in addition to learn
captain Mike Hartley, who
had 34 goals ami IX assists
latl season
Tonights contest will not
only be the debut ol the 197.V
74 lean, bill also serve .is an
introduction lor iwo new
coaches
Hun
Mason
will
be
coaching his first game lor
BG since taking the job this
past siiniiiiei
Likewise, II is opening
night lor Hud Fohisowvch
Ihe new leader ol Ihe Guelph
sipiad Folusewych stresses
aggressive play and consequently his players will not
shy away from contact
The o|H>ning two-game
series with Guelph formally

I Hockey tickets
•
i

.
2
f

Tickets still are available for Ihe Howling Green -Guelph
University hockev series this weekend at the Ice Arena
Tickets will remain on sale today al the Memorial Hall
ticket office until i p in Thev also will be sold at Ihe gale
tonight and tomorrow night General admission tickets artpriced at SI lor students and $2 lor adults Reserved seats
are priced at 12 50 each
A student ID ticket exchange continues lodav in Memorial
Hall and also at the gate t.might and tomorrow mghl
Hockev ID cards will not lie sold al the gate
Face-oil time both nights is 7 30 p in with Ihe gales
opening at 6 30 p m

Initiates the icers season as
well as some long range
goals as far as coach Mason
is concerned The first-year
mentor is looking toward Ihe
luture
"I feel we should improve
wilh each game," said
Mason "If we can get better
with each contest, we will be
doing real well
PLANNING ahead loons
like a good idea al this point
in lime The pre season polls
have come out and lour KG
opponents, are on Ihe list
Noire Dame is rated second
in Ihe nation (the Falcons
lied the Irish, 3-3, ma scrimmage two weeks ago!
Mason
plans
to
play
Guelph by alternating player

shifts at an average of every
80-90 seconds of ice lime
This span of playing lime
will get longer as the season
progresses according to the
HG coach

lor the games tonight and
tomorrow is concerned, conlidence seems to be the key
word
I think we will win them
bulh." said Mason

MASON
stresses
selldisciplinc on the part ol his
players in regard to tonight's match.
"These Canadian teams
are undisciplined lor Ihe
most part," said Ihe hrsl
year coach "We may have
lo lake something to gain
something "
The hockey mentor also
intends lo use all Ihree ol his
goalies i Mike laul. Don
Boyd and AI Sarachmanl
throughout
the Guelph
match
As lar as Mason s attitude

balanced and senior-dominated forward line headed
by Eric Winders, the team's
leading scorer with 11 goals
and two assists Winders is
OU's
all-time
scoring
leader
BACKS KIM Bayless and
Sherman l.vle and goalie
Curt Chaplin complete the
or quartet that shutout five
opponents this year
In addition to his live shutouts. Chaplain leads Ohio in
fewest goals given up The
Lawrence. N.J native has
allowed six goals, three
coming in ill's 3 1 loss at
Cleveland Stale lasl week
The Bobcats are plagued
with a rash of injuries Six
men are listed as doubtlul
participants for tomorrow s
tangle
BG
mentor
Mickey
( 'oehrane said that the key
to victory lor either team
will be its bench slrenglh

The Falcons. 3-1 winncis
over Michigan Stale tins

By Jack O'Breia
Executive Sports Editor
A
relatively
healthy
Bowling
Green
foolbail
team will encounter its last
Mid- American ('onference
loe ol
the
'73 season
tomorrow at Athens
The Falcons will meet an
improving''
Ohio

I niveisilv team according
to head coach Don llehlen it
I 30 p m
at
Penden
Stadium,
Ol
is a loothall learn
that has gotten bctlci and

bettei said NehJen al ins
weekly press conference
yesterday "The) re a good
solid lootball team
"We will have lo pla\ a
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real good football game to
win." he added "They ithe
Bobcats I don't make mistakes They re a solid, hardnosed football team "
Nohlen said the HobcaLs
have a passing game similar
lo Kent States and a
running attack like Miami's
SAFETY TONY Bell, linebacker John Villapiano and

lullback I'hil I'olak will
make the trip to Athens
today
All three players
were sidelined with injuries
last weekend and did not
make the Marshall trip.
Bowling Green enters the
contest with a 5-2 overall
record and a 2-2 league slate
while Ol' is 2-4 overall and 13 in league action
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Senior fullback Brooks
summed up the toughts of
some of the players when he
said
thai
defeating 01'
would mean a satisfying
season for the r'aleons

UlND Pkaents:

tern's
All American and
defending champion Gordon
Minly
He has run the
Athrns Country Club course
and won on II Mints has nol
run the course this year
However.
Ihe
Eastern
distanceman
oulkickrd
Macdonald in an earlier dual
meet at HG. and placed
ahead ol him al the Notre
Dame Invite

"RED FOX"
MM :h

BOWLING GREEN has
rallied to outscore
its
opponents 11-2 since the
Cleveland State match Tun
Davis grabbed the scoring
lead in the Michigan State
game with a first half goal
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Live on our

Fon.

We have to stymie every
one of their plays, and try to
keep the ball on their side of
the field "
Several
players
have
waited all season lor tomorrow's unofficial conference
battle, after last year's 1-1
tie

Falcons journey to Oil

Divisional run. and the AllOhio meet.
The Falcons have hern
paced all season by AllAniei ic.in Craig Macdonald.
who won Ihe MAC Southern
run, and All Ohio race
Although Macdonald is not
lavorcd by many MAC
coaches
in
tomorrow's
battle, Ihe HG stride! has
one advantage over Eas-

HMI the hc.rvy

which fell beyond the outstretched hands of Spartan
All-American goalie Dave
Goldman
Cochrane said the Bobcats
are one of the best squads in
the state, and the Midwest
They will be tougher than
Cleveland State, according
to the ninth-year coach
"We definitely have the
advantage playing this game
at home, but it's a toss-up."
said Cochrane.

The BG NewT*

Harriers set for MAC meet
The largest Mid American
('onference
cross-country
held of ten teams will
gather tomorrow in Athens.
Ohio lor the 28th annual
league championships.
Defending
champion
Miami and undefeated Baa
lern Michigan are the pretournament
favorites For
tomorrow's 11 a in
run
Howling
Green
will
be
Irving to win its first major
ineel of the year
Coach Mel Brodl's Falcon
runners will have to outhustle Iwo ol the toughest
learns t Miami and Eastern)
in (he nahon. in addition to
Hall
Slate
and Central
Michigan which beal them
earlier in Ihe season
This year, a lack ol depth
has cost HG a championship
al Ihe Noire Dame Invitational, Ihe MAC Southern

week, head into tomorrow's
skirmish with tri-captain
Warren Heede in top physical
condition.
Heede s
exceptional
speed
and
playing ability against the
Spartans
attracted
the
attention of the area media
representatives.
The key to BG s success
over the last three contests
has been its defense Led by
captains Greg Brooks and
Dave Dyminski. and teammates Glenn Jost and Paul
Wayne, (he BG defense has
allowed the opposition 11
shots at goal since the
l 'leveland State match-up
Oul defense hasn't been
lested yet this season.' said
Cochrane "They II be tested
against 01' (hough "
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